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It is suggested that the apparently disparate cosmological phenomena attributed to

so-called “dark matter” and “dark energy” arise from the same fundamental physical

process: the emergence, from the quantum level, of spacetime itself. This creation

of spacetime results in metric expansion around mass points in addition to the usual

curvature due to stress-energy sources of the gravitational field. A recent modification

of Einstein’s theory of general relativity by Chadwick, Hodgkinson, and McDonald

incorporating spacetime expansion around mass points, which accounts well for the

observed galactic rotation curves, is adduced in support of the proposal. Recent

observational evidence corroborates a prediction of the model that the apparent amount

of “dark matter” increases with the age of the universe. In addition, the proposal leads to

the same result for the small but non-vanishing cosmological constant, related to “dark

energy,” as that of the causet model of [1].
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INTRODUCTION

Since the 1990s it has become clear that the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate, a
phenomenon that was historically attributed to so-called “dark energy”1. The hypothetical dark
energy is invisible, and can be thought of as an intrinsic property of spacetime rather than usual
matter (stress-energy) that is the source of spacetime curvature. The density of “dark energy” is
constant, also in contrast to ordinary matter/energy. A popular method of accounting for the dark
energy phenomenon is by attributing it to Einstein’s “cosmological constant” 3 [3].

An ostensibly separate phenomenon—the flattening of galactic rotation curves with radial
distance–is also well known (e.g., [4]). This unexpectedly large value of rotational velocities for
the outer observable matter in galaxies is an anomaly for standard Newtonian and Einsteinian
gravitational theories, and in order to preserve them, it has been attributed to an invisible
hypothetical form of matter dubbed “dark matter.” However, rather than postulate “dark matter,”
some researchers have been exploring modifications of Newtonian gravitational theory. One such
effort, “Modified Newtonian Dynamics” or MOND, was introduced by Milgrom [5]. MOND has
been successful in fitting the observed rotation curves, but it has the drawback of being an ad hoc
alteration to the basic gravitational theory.

The situation has recently progressed significantly: Chadwick et al. [6] have proposed a
modification of Einstein’s general relativity based on the principle that (idealized) point masses give

1e.g., Huterer and Turner [2].
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rise not only to the usual spacetime curvature, but also to
spacetime expansion. For a particular value of the parameter
governing the magnitude of the expansion, they find that their
theory perfectly fits the galactic rotation data. It should also
be noted that their expansion parameter does in principle have
a time dependence, although in the approximation studied by
them so far, corresponding to the MOND formulation, the time
dependence is suppressed.

Currently, there is no known physical mechanism or process
underlying the phenomena attributed to dark matter and dark
energy (or the finite value of 3 if that is an accurate expression
of the latter effect). This paper proposes such a physical
process: a specific kind of spacetime emergence underlying a
form of matter-based spacetime expansion that has not been
previously taken into account. Thus, given the quantification of
spacetime expansion by the CHM theory, we may be able to
physically account for the “dark matter” phenomenon through a
previously unsuspected expansion generated by ordinary matter.
In addition, “dark energy” may be understood as an artifact of
the same emergence process, arising from the discreteness of
spacetime and its quantum origins.

We should hasten to note that the current proposal is not
itself a theory of quantum gravity, although it may serve as an
ontological guide to such a theory. In any case, no particular
theory of quantum gravity is required in order for the basic
concept to be useful and applicable as a new kind of ontological
understanding of the relationship between the quantum level
and an emergent spacetime manifold. In what follows, we first
review the proposed general framework for spacetime emergence
and then show that it naturally leads to the description provided
by the CHM theory. Then we discuss another aspect of the
emergence process that naturally leads to the non-vanishing,
but very small, value of 3 that accounts for the “dark energy”
phenomenon.

POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF SPACETIME

EXPANSION AROUND MASS POINTS

The present authors have independently proposed that new
elements of spacetime emerge from the quantum substratum
through a real non-unitary process of measurement, in
which quantum potentiae [7] become actualized as new
sets of structured spacetime events. One of us, REK, has
proposed such a process of actualization and spacetime
emergence as a key component of the relativistic extension
of the Transactional Interpretation, now called the Relativistic
Transactional Interpretation (RTI) (cf. [8], Chapter 8; [9])2.
The other, SK, has independently been exploring the idea that
measurement is a real physical process that converts quantum
possibilities (understood as a new metaphysical category, res
potentia) to spacetime actualities (identified as Descartes’ res
extensa) in the context of biophysics ([13], primarily Chapter 7).
Both proposals, though having been arrived at and presented in

2An earlier, purely nonrelativistic version of TI originated by Cramer [10] was
subject to a challenge by Maudlin ([11], 184–5), but that has been completely
nullified by the relativistic development resulting in RTI [12].

different ways, lead to the same basic idea: spacetime expansion
is always associated with “measurement” at the quantum level,
understood as a real (but inherently indeterministic) physical
process.

In RTI, quantum objects, as described by quantum states,
(solutions to the Schrodinger equation or, at the relativistic
level, Fock States) are taken as elements of a quantum
substratum that is a precursor to spacetime. That is, quantum
objects are Heisenbergian potentiae (tokens of res potentia in
Kauffman’s terminology) that are not spacetime objects. They
can be understood as necessary but not sufficient conditions
for spacetime events. The transactional process (as detailed,
for example, in [8], Chapter 3) is the sufficient condition that
results in actualization of a spacetime interval I as defined by
an emission event E, an absorption event A, and the directed
temporal and spatial connection between them, which is the
transferred quantum (such as a photon).

In this picture, energy and momentum are interpreted
physically (not just mathematically) as the generators of temporal
and spatial displacement, respectively. Owing to the conjugate
nature of the pairs {E,t} and {P,x}, each new interval I(E,A)
established by the transfer of E, P (where these are properties of
the transferred photon) from E to A is associated with a quantity
of action of magnitude h̄. Thus, a new spacetime interval I(E,A)
is physically generated as a result of a transaction transferring
the conserved physical quantities; one which did not exist before.
I(E,A) is distinguishable in the sense that it has in-principle
observable properties related to its identification with the process
connecting E and A (e.g., energy and directional momentum
transferred from E to A).

An ongoing process of such transactional transfers from
emitters and absorbers (i.e., atoms and molecules in the
substratum, which can change roles from emitter to absorber
and back again by repeatedly becoming excited and decaying)
leads naturally to key aspects of the causal set (“causet”) model
of Sorkin and his collabarators (e.g., [1] and references therein).
However, in the RTI picture, each such spacetime event is
contingent on the specific physical nature of the transaction that
established it. This physically distinguishes and characterizes the
spacetime events and their connections, so that they are not just
generic “atoms of spacetime” as in the causet model thus far.

More specifics regarding the process of spacetime emergence
in the RTI ontology is provided in Kastner [14]. Quantitative
results linking specific physical processes to probabilities for
“measurement results,” including a derivation of the Born Rule
for radiative processes (which are actualized transactions), are
provided in Kastner and Cramer [15]. It is shown therein and
in Kastner [8, 9] that transactions (and thus new structured
sets of spacetime events) occur with probabilities associated with
decay rates, which are always Poissonian. Interestingly, Bombelli
et al. [16] have independently found, with respect to the causet
approach, that the growth of the causet in a Poissonian manner
preserves Lorentz covariance.

The present proposal differs from that of Sorkin and his
collaborators in that the spacetime substratum (i.e., the manifold
that is the precursor to the spacetime causet) is comprised
of specific quantum entities described by quantum states (i.e.,
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field excitations that are created and destroyed). As noted
above, these quantum entities stochastically give rise to new
elements of the causet in a Poissonian process [14]. In this
picture, there are many possible (candidate) events for addition
to the spacetime causet, but there is just one actual growing
causet, and that is the emergent spacetime. The structure of
that growing spacetime is contingent on the specific quantum
entities (and their interactions) in the substratum; thus, it is
those which will dictate the transition probabilities from a
causet with N elements to a larger one with N+1 elements,
rather than a transition probabilities applying to an arbitrary
Markov process as in the classical sequential growth model
(intended as a first step toward a quantum version of causet
growth) studied in Rideout and Sorkin [1]. Nevertheless, the
fact that the uncertainty 1N in the number of elements N is
Poissonian leads to the same prediction for the cosmological
constant as found by [1], and therefore a physical basis for
“dark energy”; we turn to that in section The cosmological
constant and “dark energy.” First, however, we should note
that in the RTI picture (as opposed to the approach of
[1]), a theory of “quantum gravity” consists of quantifying
the correspondence between the elements of the quantum
substratum and the emergent spacetime causet structure, the
latter being the gravitational metric. A promising way forward
in this regard is through the poset work of Knuth et al.
(e.g., [17]).

How can we understand the new spacetime interval created
in an actualized transaction as a form of spacetime expansion
around a mass point, in order to find correspondence with the
CHM theory accounting for “darkmatter”? At the quantum level,
a “mass point” would be something like an isolated atom; say a
hydrogen atom A. According to the current proposal, the atom
is part of the quantum substratum—not a spacetime object—
unless it is “measured,” i.e., engages in a transaction in terms
of RTI. In order for A to count as a persistent mass point
that could serve a source of stress-energy, it would have to be
subject to ongoing measurement—engaging in transactions that
enable it to approximate a spacetime trajectory (see, e.g., [8],
section 4.4)3. These ongoing transactions (arising from other
emitters and absorbers in the universe including Earth-based
astronomical equipment) serve to repeatedly actualize A, and
with every actualization, a new spacetime interval is created that
did not exist before. This results in an observable expansion
of the metric in the locus of A, in addition to any curvature
already accounted for in standard general relativity. Note that
the expansion is not confined to the spatial domain, but includes
the temporal domain as well (this is implicit in the CHM
theory).

We therefore obtain a specific (although at this stage,
qualitative) prediction: the expansion effect attributed to a
specific quantity of “dark matter” should increase monotonically
with increasing proper time of the universe τ In fact, such an
effect has just recently been observed: very distant (i.e., large

3This process of a quantum system approximating a classical trajectory through
measurement is well-known (not solely an aspect of RTI) and is related to the
well-known “inverse Zeno effect” (see, e.g., [18]).

redshift, and therefore very young, recently born) galaxies have
rotation curves much closer to the Newtonian gravitational
prediction than do older galaxies [19]. (Of course, Genzel et al.
[19] interpret the data based on the usual assumption that “dark
matter” really exists; they therefore tentatively conclude that
the difference has to do with less “dark matter” in the past in
relation to the amount of normal baryonic matter). We take this
is a tentative corroboration of the model, but of course more
observations are called for. In particular, it is now possible to
study dark matter as a function of the age of a galaxy, and in
addition, it may be possible to ascertain whether dark matter
is spatially isotropic, or shows any variation with the density of
observable matter.

THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT AND

“DARK ENERGY”

We now return to the issue of “dark energy.” As noted above,
the result of the transactional spacetime emergence process is
to yield a causal set of the sort contemplated by [1], although
the elements of the set have more structure in this picture;
they are networked transactions I(Ei,Aj) (where the indices
are a shorthand representing birth order, chain membership,
conserved physical quantities transferred, etc.4). In this regard,
they more closely resemble the “influence network” of Knuth
et al. (e.g., [20]). Nevertheless, the fact that elements of causet are
added in Poissonian fashion means that the current model yields
the same non-vanishing, but very tiny, value for 3.

Specifically, in natural units (h=G= 1)3 has units of inverse
length squared, and observations indicate that

3 . 1/V1/2 (1)

Based on empirical data, 3 must be very close to zero; but to
a first order approximation, one might find a very small but
non-negligible value5. Sorkin [22] provides such a first-order
approximation, as follows. One notes (based on unimodular
gravity6) that 3 and V are essentially conjugate; i.e.,

∆Λ∆V∼1 (2)

(in natural units), analogously to the quantum mechanical
uncertainty relations. Sorkin notes that this conjugate
relationship between 3 and V is evident from the action
integral,

S = −3
w
(−g)1/2d4x = −3V (3)

Thus, if 3 has a non-vanishing value, it may be due to its
uncertainty

13∼1/1V (4)

4A “chain” is a subset of a causet possessing a total order of its elements, providing
a timelike relationship among them.
5For a discussion of the puzzle of small 3 , see Ng and van Dam [21].
6I.e., the condition that the metric tensor g has unit determinant.
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based on any uncertainty in V. In the causet model, V is
proportional to the number of elements N, since the latter
specifies how many “atoms of spacetime” exist; or, in the RTI
picture, how many I(Ei,Aj) have been actualized. Now, given that
elements are added to the (discrete) spacetime manifold in a
Poissonian process, the number N of elements has an intrinsic
uncertainty of N 1/2 for any given value of the proper time τ .
Since V is a function of τ , V inherits this uncertainty: 1V ∼

V1/2. If the uncertainty is the only (significant) contribution to
the value of 3, then we get precisely (1).

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a specific mechanism of spacetime emergence
from the quantum level that leads to the spacetime expansion
quantitatively described in the theory of Chadwick et al.
[6], which correctly predicts observed galaxy rotation data
attributed to “dark matter.” In addition, we have shown that
the same mechanism yields a discrete spacetime characterized by
Poissonian uncertainties, similar to that proposed by [1], which
results in the necessary value of 3 to account for the “dark
energy” phenomenon, according to current observational data.

In this model, we may understand “dark energy” as a property
arising from the ever-present basic quantum uncertainty in the
spacetime volume V.

This possible relation of dark energy and matter is
intriguing, as it would unify apparently disparate and yet
equally unexpected cosmological phenomena. If an expansion
of spacetime around mass points can account for the excess
rotation of the outskirts of galaxies (i.e., “dark matter”), and
if this expansion is related to dark energy as outlined herein,
we gain explanatory parsimony as well as evidence for a
fascinating connection of spacetime with the quantum level.
The latter could aid efforts to find a theory of quantum
gravity.
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